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EEPOXYPOXY  F 03567FF 03567F  

TTHIXOTROPICHIXOTROPIC  UNIVERSALUNIVERSAL  ADHESIVEADHESIVE  

03567F will be delivered in boxes to 
6x 0,9kg (1 Box = 5,4kg). In the box 
there are also 12 pcs statics mixer 

Product description 
The Paste is a solvent-less thixotropic, blue plastic adhesive which consists of two Components on base of Epoxy and 
filler. 
 
Application area 
The paste can be used for: 
 
Adhesion: Force-fit connection of precast concrete elements, concrete blocks, and -plates, concrete pipes, etc. Adhe-
sion instead of plugging or screwing of concrete; stone, glass, metals together and among each other, as well as on 
horizontal, raked, vertical and overhead positions. The universal adhesive suits excellently on wet underground.  
 
Anchorage: Dislocate and fixing of machine anchoring, door- and window frames, guard rails, step iron, tension rods, 
bolts, stone bolts, etc. 
 
Repairs: Rigid, waterproof gouging of settlement- and shrinkage cracks, fill out holes cavity etc., as well as rigid seal-
ing of areas that should be repaired, such as: Boxes, sewer, tanks. 
 
Adhesion and Sealing for Hats, Shortliner and other materials in the sewer that can be bonded. 
 

Characteristic from Epoxy F  03567F 

 It shows an extremely high adhesive power and adherence 

 It is thixotropic, so it is neither running nor effluent 

 In the cured status it is still impact resistant and little elastic(93sH). 

 
Ground 
The contact areas have to be grease-, oil- and acid-free. 
The underground can be dry or wet. Materials on cement: the sealcoting has to be removed. The cleaning can be    
mechanically or hydraulically. 
 
Processing 

Both components are mixed constantly and free of streaks with the 
molding press (Art.Nr: 31507) and the statics mixer (Art.Nr: 31929). 

 
Pot life:                                      25 minutes  
Processing temperature:        +5°C till +25°C 

Art.Nr.31929 

Art.Nr.31507 


